Abstract. In [17, 18] , Zinger defined reduced Gromov-Witten (GW) invariants and proved a comparison theorem of standard and reduced genus one GW invariants for every symplectic manifold (with all dimension). In [3], Chang and Li provided a proof of the comparison theorem for quintic Calabi-Yau 3-folds in algebraic geometry by taking a definition of reduced invariants as an Euler number of certain vector bundle. In [5], Coates and Manolache have defined reduced GW invariants in algebraic geometry following the idea by Vakil and Zinger in [14] and proved the comparison theorem for every Calabi-Yau threefold. In this paper, we prove the comparison theorem for every (not necessarily Calabi-Yau) complete intersection of dimension 2 or 3 in projective spaces by taking a definition of reduced GW invariants in [5] .
Introduction
Throughout the paper, we will work over the base field C. Let Q be a smooth projective variety. The moduli space of stable maps M g,k pQ, dq carries a canonical virtual fundamental class rM g,k pQ, dqs vir of virtual dimension c 1 pT Q q X d`p1´gqpdimQ´3q`k. For a cohomology class α of Q k :" Qˆ¨¨¨ˆQ, Q 0 :" Spec C, one can define a GW invariant GW g,d pαq :" ż rM g,k pQ,dqs vir ev˚α P Q where ev : M g,k pQ, dq Ñ Q k is the evaluation morphism. We will denote GW g,d p1 Spec C q by GW g,d for k " 0, 1 Spec C P H 0 pSpec Cq. A reduced sublocus M red 1,k pQ, dq Ă M 1,k pQ, dq for g " 1 is defined to be M 1,k pQ, dq X M red 1,k pP n , dq where M red 1,k pP n , dq is the closure of M 1,k pP n , dq Ă M 1,k pP n , dq. Here, M 1,k pP n , dq is a moduli space of stable maps to P n from a smooth domain curves. The reduced GW invariants GW red 1,d and GW red 1,d pαq are defined to be an integration for some suitable choice of a class rM red 1,k pQ, dqs vir with the virtual dimension as the one of rM g,k pQ, dqs vir . In symplectic geometry, the class rM red 1,k pQ, dqs vir is constructed to be a fundamental class of a deformed space of M red 1,k pQ, dq by Zinger in [18] . In [5] , Coates and Manolache have constructed a virtual class rM red 1,k pQ, dqs vir P A˚pM red 1,k pQ, dqq Q following the idea of Vakil and Zinger in [14] . In this article, we will use the definition of rM red 1,k pQ, dqs vir in [5] . We will introduce a brief explanation of this definition in Section §1.1.
Our main result states the following: Theorem 1.1. For a complete intersection Q Ă P n in projective space and α P H˚pQq k , we have
where rlines is the Poincaré dual of the hyperplane class in Q.
In symplectic side, there is a more general formula which compares GW 1,d pαq and GW red 1,d pαq for all symplectic manifold Q with all dimensions proved by Zinger in [17] .
On the other hand, if Q Ă P n is a complete intersection in P n , by [11, 16, 15, 13] , reduced invariants (in the sense of [18] ) GW red 1,d pαq can be obtained by Euler classes of some suitable vector bundles when α is a pullback class from pP n q k . This property is called a hyperplane property or quantum Lefschetz property. We note that the description of Euler number makes sense in algebraic geometry. Using this description, in [3] , Chang and Li proved the following in algebraic geometry: for a quintic threefold Q and for d ą 0,
In [5] , Coates and Manolache proved this result for every smooth projective Calabi-Yau 3-fold Q; using their definition of reduced GW invariants.
1.1. Desingularization and Decomposition. From now on, we assume that Q " tf 1 "¨¨¨" f m " 0u Ă P n is a complete intersection in P n with codimension m defined by equations f 1 , ..., f m . For g " 1, there is a space Ă M k,d and a morphism b : Ă M k,d Ñ M 1,k pP n , dq such that (1) b is a proper, (2) the complex defined by a pullback of the natural perfect obstruction theory on M 1,k pP n , dq, pRπ˚ev˚O P n p1q 'pn`1_ is again a perfect obstruction theory on Ă M k,d where π is a projection from a universal curve and ev is a universal morphism,
is locally defined by an equation F : R 0 Ă RˆC n Ñ C n where R is a smooth space; R 0 Ă RˆC n is an open subset; and the function F has a form of F pr, w 1 , ..., w n q " pgprqw 1 , ..., gprqw n q for some function g on R, (4) the spaces tw 1 "¨¨¨" w n " 0u (resp. the spaces tgprq " 0u) glue to a subspace
) and there is a decomposition
is irreducible, smooth and its image by b is M red 1,k pP n , dq. The morphism b is the same as a desingularization constructed by Vakil and Zinger in [15] . In [7] , Hu and Li found local defining equation for k " 0. We note that in [7, Remark 5.7] , Hu and Li mentioned that their results can be extended when the marked points exist. For a desingularization b defined by Vakil and Zinger, the condition (1) above is trivial and (2) is satisfied by [1, Proposition 7.2] . In Section 2, we will provide a detail about conditions (3) and (4) mentioned in the last paragraph of [7] .
In [5] , the class rM red 1,k pQ, dqs vir is defined as follows: Let π :
be the universal curve and ev : C Ñ P n be the evaluation morphism. It is known that for l ą 0, π˚ev˚O P n plq is locally free by [7, Theorem 2.11] .
be a vector bundle on a space
is embedded in a total space of N red in [5] .
By definition, when α is a pullback class from pP n q k we note that GW red 1,d pαq is equal to the degree of a class epN red q X r
Here, ep´q stands for an Euler class. This expression is sometimes helpful; see [11, 19, 13 ].
1.2.
Moduli space with fields. The moduli spaces of stable maps with fields M g,k pP n , dq p have constructed by Chang and Li in [2] . Recall that M g,k pP n , dq is a moduli space consisting of pC, L, uq where C is a prestable genus g curve with k marked points; L is a degree d line bundle on C and u " pu 0 , . . . , u n q P H 0 pC, L 'pn`1which satisfies a certain stability condition. By definition, M g,k pP n , dq p is a moduli space consisting of pC, L, u, pq where pC, L, uq is an object in M g,k pP n , dq and p " pp 1 , . . . , p m q P
Here, ω C is a dualizing sheaf of C. We note that M g,k pP n , dq p does depend on degrees of f i , not Q.
By using cosection localization [8] , one can define a class rM g,k pP n , dq p s vir loc in Chow group of M g,k pQ, dq which has the same virtual dimension as the one of rM g,k pQ, dqs vir . For quintic threefold Q and for k " 0, both virtual dimensions are zero. In [2] , Chang and Li proved that
for d ą 0 and for quintic threefold Q. For the proof of (1.1) in [3] , Chang and Li used this result. In [9, 4] , it is proven that
for any complete intersection Q " tf 1 "¨¨¨" f m " 0u Ă P n . By (1.2), Theorem 1.1 can be restated with invariants using the cycle rM g,k pP n , dq p s vir loc which we believe more easier to handle than the cycle rM g,k pQ, dqs vir . By a desingularization in Section §1.1, for g " 1, we have
which satisfies (1) the complex defined by a pullback of the natural perfect obstruction theory on
where π is a projection from a universal curve and ev is a universal morphism, and the localized virtual cycle defined by a pull-back of a cosection (introduced in Section §3 more precisely) defines a class r Ă M p k,d s vir loc . Moreover, it satisfies an equivalence of classes
is locally defined by an equation r F : r R Ă RˆC nˆCm Ñ C n`m where R is the same space as in (3) of Section §1.1; r R Ă RˆC n`m is an open subset; and the function r F has a form of r F pr, w 1 , ..., w n , t 1 , ..., t m q " pgprqw 1 , ..., gprqw n , gprqt 1 , ..., gprqt m q.
Here, the function g on R is defined in (3) Section §1.1.
be a (unique) irreducible component supported on the gluing of tw 1 " ...
Arat . The precise descriptions of A red and A rat are given in the end of Section §3. We will show that
(1.5)
We obtain Theorem 1.1 by combining (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5). We will discuss the conditions (1) and (2) for b :
. We will show (1.4) (resp. (1.5)) in Section 4 (resp. Section 5).
1.3. Remark. When k is not zero, the proof has different feature from the case when k is zero. A degree of a cycle is preserved by a proper pushforward. Hence, for a calculation, it is enough to know its pushforward expression into a better space. We don't need to really know a precise cycle. But, to define a cap product, we really need a cycle.
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Notations
The following is a table of notations which will be frequently used.
Q a complete intersection in P n defined by tf 1 "¨¨¨" f m " 0u π : C Ñ X a universal curve on a stack X ev an evaluation morphism from C M g,k the moduli space of prestable genus g curves with k marked points
the moduli space parametrizing pC, wq where C P M g,k and w is a weight function on irreducible components of C Bun g,k C˚o r B the moduli space parametrizing pC, Lq where
a localized Gysin map |E| the total space of a vector bundle E Zpαq a degeneracy locus of a cosection α, or equivalently pα _ q´1p0q Epαq zero of a function w α : |E| Ñ C induced by a cosection α :
2. Hu-Li's local equations of Vakil-Zinger's desingularization; review and generalization to cases with marked points.
To explain local defining equations of a desingularization, we introduce some terminologies in combinatorics first.
A rooted tree is a pair pΓ, ‹q where Γ is a tree which has a partial ordering given by descendant relation on the set of vertices V erpΓq and ‹ P V erpΓq is a vertex, called a root, such that every vertex except for ‹ is a descendant of ‹. In other words, every vertex except for ‹ has exactly one direct ascendant and ‹ is an ascendant of every other vertices. A tree Γ is allowed to have half-edges, called legs. For a rooted tree pΓ, ‹q, a vertex is called terminal if it has no descendants. We denote the set of terminal vertices by V erpΓq t , and the set of non-root vertices by V erpΓq˚" V erpΓqzt‹u. A weighted rooted tree is a pair pΓ, ‹, wq (or, simply, pΓ, wq) where pΓ, ‹q is a rooted tree and w is a function w : V erpΓq Ñ Z ě0 . A weighted rooted tree pΓ, wq is called terminally weighted if a vertex has a positive weight if and only if it is terminal.
Let pΓ, ‹q be a terminally weighted rooted tree. A trunk of Γ is the maximal path ‹ " v 0 ă v 1 ă . . . ă v r such that v i`1 is the only direct descendant of v i for 0 ď i ď r´1. Here, the convention is that x ă y if and only if x is an ascendant of y. Note that r can be zero. We call v r the branch vertex of Γ. We abbreviate the trunk of Γ by ‹v r . When v r " ‹ we say that Γ has no trunk.
Let ‹v r be the trunk of Γ. If Γ is not a path tree, i.e., ‹v r Ĺ Γ, then Γ is obtained by attaching l ą 1 rooted trees γ 1 , . . . , γ l to v r which are called branches. The following picture is an example of a rooted tree
For a weighted genus one nodal curve with k-marked points pC, wq P M w 1,k , we associated a terminally weighted rooted tree Γ C with k legs. First, we consider a dual graph associated with a curve. Marked points correspond to legs. The minimal genus one connected component may correspond to a cycle in a dual curve, then contract it to the unique vertex which will be the root. Finally, to make this tree to be terminally weighted, we do some pruning process; see [7, Section 3.4] for the pruning process.
For later use, we introduce an advancing operation at a certain vertex by presenting a specific example. See [7, Section 3.4] for the detail. Let us start with a following example of terminally weighted rooted tree with legs
If we take advancing at a terminal vertex c, then we obtain the following tree p1q, where the weight of the vertex c is the sum of the original weight of c and the weights of trees γ 1 ,...,γ k , (for short, it kills every descendant of the direct ascendant of c except for legs and puts killed weights and legs on c). If we take advancing at a non-terminal vertex d, then we obtain the following tree p2q, (for short, it shifts every other descendant of the direct ascendant of d except for legs to descendant of d):
In this section, we will describe a Vakil-Zinger's blow-up in [15] locally. More precisely, for each closed point x P M w 1,k , we will describe local coordinate functions on Ă M in terms of corresponding terminally weighted rooted tree Γ to x. Let V be a neighborhood of image of x on M 1,k .
We associate a coordinate function τ v : V Ñ C for each v P V erpΓqc orresponding to a smoothing node (associated to an edge of v and its direct ascendant). Let v 1 , ..., v b P V erpΓq˚be direct descendants of the branch vertex. Take a blow up
Let y 1 , ..., y b be homogeneous coordinates on P b´1 . Now, we have b many choices of open charts V r1s i
:" tτ v i ‰ 0u of V r1s for each i. We observe that y 1 , ..., y i´1 , τ v i , y i`1 , ..., y b are coordinate functions on V r1s i . We associate an advancing graph Γ For instance, let us consider the graph Γ in (2.1). We have a coordinate τ v for each v P V erpΓq˚. If we do an advancing at c, then the corresponding coordinates for V erpΓ For simplicity, we let pV r1s , Γ r1s q :" pV
is not terminal, we do this process again to get pV r2s , Γ r2s q. We can do this process (possibly many choices) to get pV rqs , Γ rqs q until Γ rqs will be a path tree. It is known that V rqs is a neighborhood of Ă M and we get coordinate functions on V rqs corresponding to V erpΓ rqs q˚.
Local defining equations and decomposition of
For a closed point at Ă M, we can associate a terminally weighted rooted tree Γ because we have a forgetful morphism
Let us do the process described in Section §2.1 to get pV rqs , Γ rqs q where
is a path tree. Here, ‹v r is a trunk of Γ. Let M div 1,k be the moduli stack parametrizing pC, Dq where
.., w n be coordinates on C n and let r τ :" r τ v 1¨¨¨r τ vr r τ a 1¨¨¨r τ aq . 
.., r τ aq , w 1 , ..., w n q Þ Ñ pr τ w 1 , ..., r τ w n q.
Now, we want to describe an irreducible decomposition of Ă M. We note that the number of legs on Γ rjs is k and the sum of weights on Γ rjs is d for all j " 0, 1, ..., q where Γ r0s :" Γ. 
see [15] for the definition of M 1,k pP n , dq µ . By [15] , we have an irreducible decomposition
Let s : tv 1 , ..., v r , a 1 , ..., a q u Ñ S be an assignment appeared in Construction 2.2. The decomposition
It contains the following meanings:
In particular, Ă M red is smooth; Ă M rat :" Ť µPS Ă M µ has normal crossing singularities and Ă M red and Ă M rat meet transversally. Let π : C Ñ Ă M be the universal curve and ev : C Ñ P n be the evaluation morphism. In a similar way as in [3, Proposition 3.2, Lemma 3.4], we can prove the following. Proposition 2.3. On local chart U :" tF " 0u in (2.2), we have
We note that two equalities in (2.
Here, the moduli space M 1,k pP n , dq p can be viewed as follows: let rA d Ý Ñ Bs be a two term presentation by locally free sheaves of Here, t 1 , ..., t m are coordinates on C m . Moreover, an inclusion Ă M ãÑ Ă M p by a zero section corresponds to tt 1 "¨¨¨" t m " 0u Ă t r F " 0u.
The complex
on M 1,k pP n , dq p is the dual of the natural perfect obstruction theory relative to B :" Bun 1,k C˚. A closed point x in M 1,k pP n , dq p has a data pu " pu 0 , ..., u n q, p " pp 1 , ..., p mwhich is a section in
A linear morphism at x where C, N and T stand for the intrinsic normal cone, normal bundle and tangent bundle respectively. Here, the first equivalence holds by the claim and the second equivalence comes from the smoothness of π. So, it is enough to prove the claim. Consider a local neighborhood M of Ă M. Let V :" MˆĂ M Ă M div . In Section §2, we defined coordinate functions τ, τ µ P H 0 pM, O M q by shrinking M if necessary such that their pull-backs to V are r τ , r
We see that BˆM tτ " 0u Ă B is a regular embedding of codimension 1 and that the image of pr is contained in BˆM tτ " 0u (locally). Let I be the (local) image of pr in B.
Let U :" Pic C M {M be a relative Picard scheme of the universal curve C M over M parametrizing pC, Lq where C P M and L is a line bundle on C. There is a smooth surjective morphism U Ñ B of dimension 1. Indeed, it is known that B -rU {C˚s. It is enough to show that UˆB I is embedded in UˆB pBˆM tτ " 0uq of codimension 1. Let pr 1 : Ă M p,rat Ñ r B Ñ Ă M be the projection. We observe that locally the image pr 1 p Ă M p,rat q is equal to tτ " 0u Ă M . Since the projection UˆM tτ " 0u Ñ tτ " 0u is smooth of relative dimension 1, it is enough to show that there is a section s : tτ " 0u Ñ UˆM tτ " 0u such that
where p : Ă M p,ratˆĂ M tτ " 0u Ñ UˆM tτ " 0u is a forgetful morphism. Indeed, the image of p is UˆB I.
For each µ P S, we consider projections pr µ :
We can decompose a universal curve C tτµ"0u on tτ µ " 0u into two closed subschemes C 1 and C 2 . For each closed point x, pC 1 q x is a genus one subcurve of pC tτµ"0u q x , and pC 2 q x are ℓ rational curves attached to pC 1 q x . We note that this genus one subcurve pC tτµ"0u q x may have rational tails. Moreover, C 1 X C 2 is ℓ many sections of tτ µ " 0u, whose fiber over x are ℓ attaching nodes.
Next we construct a family of line bundles on C tτµ"0u in the following way. By considering ℓ components C 2 1 , . . . , C 2 ℓ of C 2 , we can induce maps
. Let B 0,k,w :" Bun 0,k C˚,w be a stack parametrizing pC, Lq where C is a genus 0, prestable curve with weight w and k marked points; and L is a line bundle on C whose degree is w. We note that B 0,k,w is a substack of Bun 0,k C˚a nd that there is the natural morphism pr i :
, we obtain a line bundle φi pL i q on C 2 i where L i is the universal line bundle on the universal curve C B 0,k i`1 ,w of B 0,k i`1 ,w . By twisting a suitable bundle πi L i for some line bundle L i on tτ µ " 0u and the projection π i : C 2 i Ñ tτ µ " 0u, we may assume that each φ i˚p L i q is trivial when restricted on C 1 X C 2 , which is the ℓ sections of tτ µ " 0u. Therefore we can glue trivial bundle on C 1 and ℓ line bundles φ i˚Li on C 2 i to a family of line bundle L on C tτµ"0u . This family of line bundles induces a section s µ : tτ µ " 0u Ñ UˆM tτ µ " 0u. Moreover, we can easily see that sections s µ : tτ µ " 0u Ñ UˆM tτ µ " 0u glue to a section s : tτ " 0u Ñ UˆM tτ " 0u.
The remaining is to check (3.4) . It is enough to check it for each µ P S. Since the morphism Ă M p,µˆĂ M tτ µ " 0u Ñ tτ µ " 0u is surjective, it is enough to show that if pC, x, L, u, pq and pC 1 , x 1 , L 1 , u 1 , p 1 q are objects in Ă M p,µˆĂ M tτ µ " 0u such that whose images in tτ µ " 0u are isomorphic to each other, then they are isomorphic to each other as objects in UˆM tτ µ " 0u. Since there is a section u of L 'n`1 (and u 1 of L 1'n`1 respectively) and we are working on tτ µ " 0u, both L and L 1 are isomorphic to trivial bundles on elliptic subcurves. Thus, L and L 1 are isomorphic under the isomorphism of curves. This proves the claim.
For each µ P S, let C p,µ Ă C p be the closure of the rank 2 subbundle stack
. Let E p be a complex defined by pull-back of (3.1) to Ă M p . Let σ be a pull-back cosection on h 1 pE p q (obstruction sheaf). On the other hand, by Lemma 3.2 and projection formula, we have
where 0 ! h 1 {h 0 pE p q,σ is a localized Gysin map which is defined in [8] and rC µ s " rC p,µ s`rC p,µ ∆ s. In Section §1.2, we define In this section, we want to show the following proposition:
Proposition 4.1 implies (1.4) by Definition 1.2 and (3.5). On Ă M p,red " Ă M red , let
Note that Ă M p,red " Ă M red is smooth and irreducible. Moreover we have
Here, a zero section of a vector bundle stack is defined by the following. Let G be a vector bundle stack on X, which is locally represented by a quotient rG 1 {G 0 s of a two term complex of vector bundles, rG 0 φ Ñ G 1 s. The zero section 0 G : X Ñ G is locally defined by rG 0 {G 0 s Ñ rG 1 {G 0 s which is induced from a morphism of 
We define a bundle stack G :" h 1 {h 0 pG ‚ q " rG 1 {G 0 s. We assume that there is a cosection η :
Suppose that h 0 pG ‚ q is a torsion sheaf and the image sheaf Im B is locally free. Then h´1pG ‚ q is locally free and there is a surjective morphism of sheaves h 1 pG ‚ q Ñ h´1pG ‚ q _ whose dual is an isomorphism. Moreover, we have 0 G Ă Gpηq and
Proof. Consider the following exact sequences
Since Im B is locally free, h´1pG ‚ q is locally free. We have two exact sequences
Since the morphism G 0 {h 0 pG ‚ q Ñ Im B _ induced by pIm B ãÑ G 0 q _ is injective, h 1 pG ‚ q Ñ h´1pG ‚ q _ is a surjective morphism of sheaves. Since the kernel of d _ " B and the kernel of ι _ are identical, we have an isomorphism Homph´1pG ‚ q _ , Oq Ñ Homph 1 pG ‚ q, Oq. Hence, we may consider the cosection η of h 1 pG ‚ q as a cosection of h´1pG ‚ q _ . By definition, 0 G " rIm d{G 0 s. Since h 0 pG ‚ q is a torsion sheaf and X is integral, we can choose an open dense subset U Ă X such that h 0 pG ‚ q| U " 0. Let us denote Im d by Z. Then Z is equal to the closure of ZˆX U in G 1 . Since h 0 pG ‚ q| U " 0, we obtain the short exact sequence of locally free sheaves
Therefore, Im dˆX U " ZˆX U " |kera _ | U |. Since kera _ is irreducible, we conclude that Z " |kera _ |. Therefore, if we consider a composed cosection η˝a _ :
As we explained in (3.2), we define cosections
Moreover, it is well-known that
We have E 1 " rA 1 {A 0 s, E 2 " rB 1 {B 0 s and there are induced cosections σ 1 : By Lemma 4.2, we compute the contribution from the reduced component as follows. Let i : pσ _ q´1p0q ãÑ pσ _ 2 q´1p0q be an inclusion of the degeneracy loci. We note that this is an isomorphism.
where N :" π˚ev˚' i O P n pdegf i q -pV
is in fact a bivariant class from V p pσq to V p 2 pσ 2 q for the following fiber diagram :
Note that q´1 2 pPq X VBy Proposition 5.1, the cycle 0 ! . By using local defining equations, we see that Ă M µ are pure with the same dimension for all µ. Thus, we may assume that µ " tpd, rksqu. We have
Hence, we have dim Ă M p,µ " pd`1qpn`1q`k`m´2. By Proposition 3.3, we deduce that C µ has dimension pd`1qpn`1q`k`m. On the other hand, we have rank V p 1 " rank V 1 " n`1. Therefore, we have 
So we have A dpn`1q`k`m p|F |q " 0 and γ˚B µ 2 " 0.
for any cohomology classes α j P H˚pQ, Qq. The same equation (5.7) holds true if Q is 3-fold and µ ‰ tpd, rksqu.
k i and S µ be a subgroup of the symmetric group S ℓ , which permutes pd 1 , . . . , d ℓ q but does not changes the element µ. If µ is not of the form tpd, L 1 qu, we define
nd define X µ :" p X µ {S µ where each morphism M 0,k j`1 pP n , d j q Ñ P n is a pk j`1 q-th evaluation map. In particular, when µ is of the form tpd, L 1 qu, X µ is isomorphic to M 0,k 1 pP n , dq.
Next, we construct a proper morphism r µ : Ă M µ Ñ X µ by the following. For a closed point x P Ă M µ , let C x :" C Ă M µˆĂ M µ txu and let f x : C x Ñ P n be the tautological morphism. The curve C x is a union of the genus one subcurve and ℓ genus 0 curves C x,1 , . . . , C x,ℓ attached to the genus 1 subcurve. Let f x,j :" f x | C x,j , where there are k j marked points on each of them. For each C x,j we can consider k j`1 marked points, where first k j -points are original ones and the last pk j`1 q-th point is a node which meets the genus one curve. Here, we define r µ pxq :" r pC x,1 , f x,1 q, . . . , pC x,ℓ , f x,ℓ q s P X µ .
We construct a rank p
j q be the natural projection, φ j : C j Ñ P n be the universal morphism, and ev j : M 0,k j`1 pP n , d j q Ñ P n be the evaluation morphism at pk j`1 q-th marked point. Since p X µ is defined as a fiber product via pk j`1 q-th evaluation maps, there is an induced single evaluation morphism ev : p X µ Ñ P n . Let us define W j,i :" π j˚φj O P n pdegf i q. We construct a vector bundle x W µ,i on p X µ which fits into the following short exact sequence
Next we define a section r
where ' j f i is a map sending each component of the standard basis e j to f i P pj W j,i " pj pπ˚φj pO P n pdegf iand △ i is the diagonal morphism. Since
. We see that x W µ and r α _ are S µ -equivariant. Let W µ :" x W µ {S µ be a vector bundle on X µ and α :" r α{S µ : W _ µ Ñ O be a cosection. We can check that rμW _ µ -V 2 and rμα " ξ 2 . We
Let ν µ be a proper morphism defined by the composition P Corollary 5.6. When Q is a 3-fold and µ " tpd, rksqu, we have
where c P Q is the constant introduced in Proposition 5.5.
Next, we compute the constant c. We follow the idea in [3, Section 9]. We fix a k marked points x 1 , . . . , x k P P 1 and a degree d regular embedding g :
1 where M 1,1 is the moduli space of genus one stable curves with one marked point. There is a closed embedding ψ g : R Ñ M 1,k pP n , dq defined by the following: For ppE, aq, bq P R, let C be an elliptic curve with k marked points obtained by gluing E and pP 1 , x 1 , . . . , x k q which identifies a and b, and take stabilization if b is equal to one of x 1 , . . . , x k . We write C as C " E Y T , where T is a genus 0 nodal curve. If b is not equal to one of x 1 , . . . , x k , then T " P 1 and if not, then T " P 1 Y P 1 . For latter case, we denote pP 1 q 1 the bridge P 1 component in T and pP 1 q 2 the other component. We define a morphism g C : C Ñ P 1 such that g C | E and g C | pP 1 q 1 (if exists) are constant and g| P 1 -g (or g| pP 1 q 2 -g), where P 1 is a component in C containing k ordered points, which are equal to px 1 , . . . , x k q or one of x i replaced to the node point of the P 1 . Here, g| P 1 -g means isomorphism up to automorphism of P 1 preserving k ordered points. We define ψ g ppE, aq, bq " pC, g C q.
We can consider R as a closed substack of M 1,k pP n , dq. Let π : C R Ñ R be a universal curve and let ev : C R Ñ P n be a universal morphism. Let L R,i :" pπq˚pev˚Op´degf i q b ω π q. Then L R,i are line bundles. We define a rank m vector bundle A R :" ' m i"1 L R,i . Let P R :" PpA R ' O R q. Let D R :" PpA R '0q be a divisor at infinity. Let γ R : P R Ñ R be the projection.
Consider two projections p 1 : R Ñ M 1,1 and p 2 : R Ñ P 1 . Let H " pπ where ep´q stands for the Euler number. Let α " 24¨c 1 pHq P A 1 pM 1,1 q and β " c 1 pO P 1 p1qq P A 1 pP 1 q. The total Chern class of N gpP 1 q{P n is equal to 1`ppn`1qd´2qβ. We set α " γ˚p1α and β " γ˚p2β. Let F P A 2 pP R q be the cohomology class which is the Poincaré dual of the fiber of the projective bundle. We have F " α¨β, α 2 " β 2 " 0. Here, s i p´q stands for the i-th Segre class. We recall that A R " ' m i"1 L R,i and L R,i -p1H b p2g˚Op´degf i q. Thus we have the total Segre class spL R,i q " 1´1 24 p1α`degf i¨d¨p2 β´d egf i¨d 12 rpts.
By the Whitney sum formula for Segre classes, we have: The equation (1.5) is obtained by (3.5), (5.6), Section §5.0.1, Proposition 5.4, Corollary 5.6 and (5.9) up to sign p´1q n`1`m " p´1q 4`2m " 1.
